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dodgy supermarket offers Back on the shelves

Following our investigation into the Food 

Standards Agency’s (FSA) food hygiene 

ratings for catering establishments (see 

August, p23), UK restaurant-goers are now 

able to access consistent ratings online.

The new national scheme and scores can 

be found at ratings.food.gov.uk. This site is set 

to replace the current hotch-potch of schemes 

that exists across different local authorities.

At present, only 24 of the UK’s 400-plus 

local authorities feature on the site. However, 

the FSA assures us that more will be added 

over the coming months. It also says it’s up  

to the authorities themselves to embrace  

the scheme.

Chief policy adviser at Which?, Sue Davies, 

said: ‘It’s great to finally get a national scheme. 

Now it’s up to local authorities to adopt it.’

good news for foodies

Films on Blu-ray typically cost twice the 

price of a DVD, so you’d expect them to 

live up to marketing that promises ‘the 

maximum high-definition experience’.  

But our test lab has revealed a gulf in 

picture quality between the best Blu-ray 

films and the rest, with some hardly better 

than the DVD version.

Our experts used two identical TVs to 

simultaneously watch Blu-ray and DVD 

versions of 17 films. Only five Blu-rays, 

such as newer films Avatar and Casino 

Royale, and classics, including Zulu, were 

of the highest high-definition quality we 

were expecting. A disappointing eight were 

only marginally better or looked virtually 

the same as the DVD version. For example, 

the colours on the Blu-ray Ghostbusters 

were exaggerated and over-saturated 

whites wiped out some detail. The resolution 

wasn’t much better than on DVD and the 

level of grainy ‘picture noise’ was far higher 

than we’d expect for a full HD disc.

We asked the body that represents 

major studios in the UK, the British Video 

Association, to shed some light on the 

differences in quality between the good 

and the bad, but they failed to answer the 

question, instead saying that research 

showed most consumers thought that 

Blu-ray looked better than DVD. We 

don’t dispute that Blu-ray generally does 

look better than DVD, but based on our 

test, a big step-up isn’t a given.

The most likely explanation is that the 

better-quality films may have been 

transferred from the original high-quality 

source, the worst merely converted to HD 

from subsequent standard definition 

copies of the original. 

To find out more about the 17 films we 

watched, visit www.which.co.uk/bluray. 

And keep an eye out for reviews and 

online forums about film quality, and post 

your own experiences at www.

whichconversation.co.uk/tag/blu-rays.

Waitrose produced the most Best Buys 

of all the supermarkets in 2010. Over 

the last twelve months, supermarket 

Best Buys have featured in a huge 

range of tests, from baked beans and 

chocolate, to washing detergents 

and tissues. Not all supermarkets 

offer own-brand products in all the 

areas we tested.

Branching out into electricals paid 

off for Tesco and Sainsbury’s – we have 

a Best Buy Tesco PVR and a Best Buy 

Sainsbury’s kettle. See p60, 68 and 

70 for more supermarket Best Buys.
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Tesco is the latest to join the supermarkets we’ve 

exposed for illegally misleading consumers over 

pricing by stating bigger packs of items are better 

value when they’re not (see October, p60).

We’ve found a three-pack of Princes tuna tins 

emblazoned with the label ‘Bigger value’ but 

buying three individual tins of the same item was 

almost £1 cheaper. Green Giant sweetcorn niblets 

were 55p each, but a ‘special value’ four-pack was 

£2.39 – 19p more expensive.

Tesco told us: ‘We always look to offer the best 

value for customers. In these instances the price of 

the individual pack moved down in price and it took 

a short while for the multi-pack price to follow suit.’ 

We have reported Tesco to trading watchdogs.

In the meantime, you’ve been sending us more 

of your pictures of daft offers that you’ve found on 

shelves. This includes the ‘special offer’ Marston’s 

Pale Ale that will actually cost you 20p more, not 

less, if you buy it from a certain store (see top 

right). There’s plenty more where that came from 

at www.whichconversation.co.uk/tag/special-offers.

Is it worth splashing out on champagne? 40% of our 

testers preferred the taste of a £12.99 fine sparkling 

wine over a champagne that cost over two and a 

half times as much. At £33.49, the Veuve Clicquot 

Yellow Label champagne was one of the most 

expensive in our taste test (see Festive Fizz, p68) 

and last year’s winner.

The £12.99 bottle of Janzs Premium NV from 

Oddbins (suggested by Charles Metcalfe, one  

of our wine experts) is an excellent alternative  

to champagne. He also suggested Hunter’s Miru 

Miru, £13.45, which is available online from www.

laithwaites.co.uk.

Both are good for parties thanks to the gentler 

acidity of the generally riper grapes. Lower acidity 

is easier on the stomach.

If only champagne will do this Christmas, turn to 

p69 to find details of our three Best Buys, which 

include a £19.99 supermarket bottle.

40%

40%
thought a £12.99 

wine was a 
champagne

✔

✘

this supermarket added on
20p to this ‘bargain’ pale ale

2010 supermarket Best Buys
For the first time ever, all the 

products in a test have been 

rated as Don’t Buys.

Which? Gardening’s test of 

13 types of solar-powered fairy 

lights failed to reveal any that 

could produce even the 

dimmest dusk-to-bedtime 

display, despite being 

advertised as suitable for 

winter. Five switched off 

within 20 minutes.

If you do want to use solar-powered lights over Christmas, 

don’t rely on the sun to charge them. Get a set that also 

takes replaceable batteries – such as the £12.99 Cole & 

Bright 30 LED Star string lights, available from independent 

garden centres. And keep your receipt so you can get a 

refund if they fail to deliver.
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of testers preferred 
the sparkling wine to 

the champagne

champagne falls flat



Npower has had to pay £3,000 in damages to a 

customer and over £20,000 in costs, following a 

three-year battle. Christopher Poncelet received 

a total of 15 incorrect bills and 14 visits from five 

debt collection agencies – because Npower 

persistently switched his day and night readings. 

Judge Bray found that Npower’s behaviour 

constituted harassment, with Npower’s own 

lawyer describing its behaviour as ‘abominable’.

which? your rights

 your rights
this month train ticket price variations christmas shopping online npower in the dock
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As you weigh up Christmas travel options, 

you might assume that the cost of a train 

ticket is based mainly on distance. 

But it seems this isn’t the case if you’re 

travelling to or from London. When we 

looked at return walk-on tickets for 22 

trips between UK cities, around 200 miles 

apart, we found large discrepancies. 

For the fares we looked at, it cost on 

average three times as much to make a 

journey to or from the capital at around 

16.45 on a weekday than to travel the 

same distance elsewhere.

A spokesperson for the Association of 

Train Operating Companies said: ‘These 

findings reflect that rush hour happens  

at different times of the day in different 

parts of the country.’

We think this penalises those travelling 

to and from London, particularly around 

Christmas. Different cities have different 

peak times. The tickets from Leeds and 

Bradford to London, for example, are 

cheaper off-peak ones. This didn’t apply 

to Manchester, however, despite it having 

a similar rail service to Leeds.

train travel: the capital costs

npower claims that night is day
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Planning on avoiding the high street this Christmas? 

Then be careful – one in three online shoppers 

experience a problem, Which? research* has found.

Three quarters of those surveyed have bought 

presents on the internet in the past two years – but 

one in 10 of those have received a faulty gift and 

one in five have had gifts not turn up in time.

Online shops don’t have to take back all unwanted 

items, yet two thirds of shoppers don’t always read 

return policies and 33% don’t know their basic rights. 

For example, 29% thought (wrongly) you could return 

unwanted CDs or DVDs with the cellophane off.

which? legal consumer advice:
■ You have at least seven working days from the 

day after you receive the item to cancel the order. 

■ You should get a full refund, including original 

postage. But check terms and conditions – if it’s 

unwanted, you could be charged return postage.

■ Make sure you know what items can be returned 

and check the time limits – especially at Christmas.  

You can still ask for a refund if goods are faulty.

■ If your goods arrive damaged, it’s the seller’s 

responsibility – not the delivery company’s.

For unlimited legal advice by phone and 

email, join the Which? Legal Service.  

Call 01992 822828 for a 25% discount.

your rights online
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which? festive news
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in brief

■ Wildlife homes
Shop-bought homes for wildlife 

are a waste of money, a Which? 

Gardening test has revealed. In 

a year-long trial, no butterflies 

used the Gardman Butterfly 

Haven (£14.99), bees avoided 

the Wildlife World Bumble Bee 

Nester (£26.99) and only one 

ladybird checked in to the 

Crocus Ladybird Hotel (£9.99).  

If you want to attract wildlife to 

your garden, build a logpile, 

start a compost heap and plant 

nectar-rich flowers instead.

■ food on your phone
Book dinner out the easy way 

this festive season with The 

Good Food Guide 2011 app. 

Designed to help you find the 

best restaurants, pubs and cafés 

wherever you are in the UK, the 

new app will be launching soon. 

New features include the ability 

to make reservations, automatic 

updates and an interactive map. 

The app will be available for the 

iPhone and the iPad from the 

iTunes store. For more about 

The Good Food Guide, visit  

www.thegoodfoodguide.co.uk.

■ Coffee mAChines
Want help choosing a new 

coffee machine? Our new 

interactive online tool shows 

you the pros and cons of each 

type of machine and lets you 

explore the different features 

they offer. Find out whether a 

traditional espresso machine, 

bean-to-cup model or a capsule 

version would best suit you at 

www.which.co.uk/coffeetool.

If you’re doing some last-minute Christmas 

shopping and find yourself tempted to buy the 

first thing you see on the shelves, just make sure 

it isn’t one of these. In our lab tests, all of these 

products were rated as Don’t Buys, meaning  

they put in such a poor performance that we 

can’t recommend that anyone buys them under 

any circumstances.

To see the highest-scoring products we’ve 

tested, turn to p39 for the top Best Buys of 2010.

have had problems 
with gifts bought 
in the past two 

years

1 in 3

don’t know how long 
they have to return 

an unwanted 
item

80%

Walk-on return ticket prices for 
journeys leaving around 16.45

a off-peak return ticket; b anytime return ticket. Except for London to Leeds and London to bradford, it costs the same to travel in the opposite direction 

– so glasgow to preston return is the same as preston to glasgow. Source: National rail website, 2 November. return from 3 Nov to 4 Nov.

the christmas presents to avoid

service

TV bush led22usbfhd 30%
Poor picture and sound quality, 
and incredibly awkward to use.

PVR technika 
smartbox 8320 hd 32%
Difficult to use, with a 
poorly designed remote.

HeADPHONes WITH BUILT-IN 
MP3 PLAYeR skullcandy 
double agent 35%
Average sound quality, and 
MP3 player is difficult to use.

HeADPHONes creative 
Zen aurvana 20%
Poor sound quality, and 
uncomfortable to wear.

DIgITAL RADIOs argos 
value range 29%, roberts 
crd-37 cdab8r 35%
Sound on both of these DAB 
radios is disappointingly poor.

DIgITAL PHOTO FRAMe 
clarity cpf7-15 28%
Photos look awful on this 
low-resolution screen.
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